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Abstract

Research on Semantic Web Services has pursued the
automation of tasks on the Web by enriching Web ser-
vices technologies with semantics. Thus far, however,
Semantic Web Services have failed to gain a significant
uptake due to a big extent to the complexity of the so-
lutions proposed and the limited amount of high quality
data and ontologies that were available until recently.
In this report we explore the relationship between Se-
mantic Web Services and the Web of Data. We iden-
tify the potential benefits that could be obtained by ad-
equately integrating these so far disconnected worlds.
We present a vision outlining how this integration could
take place by using simpler vocabularies for describing
services, through the adoption of linked data principles
for publishing services on the Web, and by reusing prin-
ciples originating research on Knowledge Based Sys-
tems and Knowledge Engineering such as the Black-
board model and Problem-Solving Methods. The vi-
sion presented herein represents at the same time the
outline of a research roadmap we are pursuing and we
shall, where appropriate, illustrate some of these ideas
through concrete examples and prototypes we have al-
ready developed.

Introduction
Over the past decade there has been considerable research
activity in the area of Semantic Web Services (SWS). A
number of ontology-based frameworks for describing ser-
vices – including a W3C standard – have been created (Mar-
tin et al. 2004; Fensel et al. 2007; Farrell and Lausen 2007).
Up until now the impact of SWS on the Semantic Web has
been minimal. In the Web context semantics are used to
mark up a wide variety of data-centric resources but are not
used to annotate online functionality in any form in signif-
icant numbers. The reasons for this are two-fold. Firstly,
SWS research has for the most part targeted WSDL/SOAP-
based Web services (Erl 2007) which are not prevalent on
the Web (Davies et al. 2009). Secondly, due to the inher-
ent complexity required to fully capture computational func-
tionality, creating SWS descriptions has represented an im-
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portant knowledge acquisition bottleneck and has required
the use of rich semantic languages and complex reasoners.

In parallel, much research on the Semantic Web has lately
been devoted to creating what is referred to as the Web of
Data, “a Web of things in the world, described by data on
the Web” (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2009). The Web
of Data is based upon a set of linked data principles and pro-
vides publicly large amounts of interconnected data across
a wide range of topics described in terms of lightweight
ontologies (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2009). Despite
the outstanding evolution so far, most linked data applica-
tions solely gather data from different sources and display it
alongside each other (Bizer, Heath, and Berners-Lee 2009).

In this paper we explore the relationship between services
and the Web of Data. We identify the potential benefits
that could be obtained by adequately integrating these so far
rather disconnected worlds. We outline how this integration
could take place by using simpler vocabularies for describ-
ing services and through the adoption of linked data princi-
ples for publishing services on the Web. Finally, we propose
a minimal extension to existing linked data infrastructure in
order to enable the development of intelligent systems over
the Web of Data borrowing a widely successful conceptual
architecture originating from AI research, namely the black-
board architecture.

The remainder of this report is organised as follows. First,
we present the relevant technological around services and
the Web of Data. We then present how the use of lightweight
semantics can allow us to bring services into the Web of Data
thus enabling their discovery through state of the art linked
data technologies. Next, we focus on how services can con-
tribute to the Web of Data both generating new data and pro-
cessing existing one. Final, we present some architectural
considerations and outline how, through two minimal exten-
sions, the Web of Data could enable the creation of complex
knowledge-based systems for the Web.

Background
Web services and the Service-Oriented Architecture are
commonly lauded as a silver bullet for Enterprise Appli-
cation Integration, implementation of inter-organizational
business processes, and as a general solution for the de-
velopment of all complex distributed applications over the
Web (Erl 2007). Web services are software systems offered



over the Internet via platform and programming-language
independent interfaces defined on the basis of a set of open
standards such as WSDL, SOAP and further WS-* speci-
fications (Erl 2007). Constructing distributed systems out
of Web services becomes a matter of identifying suitable
Web services and orchestrating them in a way such that they
achieve the goal pursued. Although highly appealing from
an engineering perspective this way of developing systems
requires a good deal of manual effort for locating, inter-
preting and integrating existing services and has therefore
mostly been relegated to controlled environments like enter-
prises rather than the Web (Davies et al. 2009).

Recently, the world around services on the Web, thus
far limited to “classical” Web services based on SOAP and
WSDL, has significantly evolved with the proliferation of
Web APIs, also called RESTful services (Richardson and
Ruby 2007) when they conform to the REST architectural
style (Fielding 2000). This newer kind of services is char-
acterized by their relative simplicity and their natural suit-
ability for the Web, which is indeed closely related to the
growing popularity and use of Web 2.0 technologies. Un-
fortunately, most often these services do not have machine-
readable interface definitions like WSDL, and are instead
described in HTML pages that need to be interpreted by hu-
mans. As a consequence, the difficulties that previously af-
fected the discovery and interpretation of Web services are
even greater in the case of RESTful services.

Research on Semantic Web Services (SWS) has been de-
voted to reducing the manual effort required for using Web
services and more recently also for RESTful services. The
main idea behind this research is to combine services and
Semantic Web technologies so that tasks such as the discov-
ery, negotiation, composition and invocation of services can
have a higher level of automation. Over the years signifi-
cant results have been obtained in terms of ontologies and
languages for describing Web services semantically (Mar-
tin et al. 2004; Fensel et al. 2007) as well as engines and
platforms able to support the automation of some of the
previously mentioned tasks covering the life-cycle of ser-
vices and service-based applications (Domingue et al. 2008;
Sheth, Gomadam, and Ranabahu 2008; Fensel, Kerrigan,
and Zaremba 2008). Their uptake has however been limited
due to their complexity both computationally and in terms
of knowledge acquisition mostly due to the lack of seman-
tic data publicly available up until the advent of the Web of
Data.

The Web of Data is based upon a set of linked data princi-
ples and the use of URIs, HTTP and RDF (Bizer, Heath,
and Berners-Lee 2009). Since the linked data principles
were outlined in 2006, there has been a large uptake most
notably by the Linking Open Data project through DBpe-
dia (Auer et al. 2008) and ulterior additions of data about
reviews (Heath and Motta 2008), scientific information, ge-
ographical information and governmental data, to name a
few. Currently there is a growing body of data expressed
in terms of a variety of vocabularies such as FOAF and
Dublin Core. Consequently substantial efforts are under-
way trying to exploit this growing Web of Data. Among
the main applications produced so far there are a number of

data browsers that help people navigate through the linked
data like Disco and Tabulator (Berners-Lee et al. 2007).
There are search engines that crawl and index the Web of
data like Sindice (Oren et al. 2008) and Watson (d’Aquin et
al. 2008). And finally, there are a few domain-specific appli-
cations such as Revyu.com (Heath and Motta 2008) or DB-
Pedia Mobile (Becker and Bizer 2008) that provide domain-
specific functionality by gathering and mashing up data. Al-
though useful these applications hardly go beyond present-
ing together data gathered from different sources leaving the
great potential of this massive data space unexploited. It
is therefore paramount to identify means by which systems
that carry out advanced processing over this data could sys-
tematically be developed.

The current technological landscape is therefore charac-
terised by a number of highly complementary technologies
that have so far remained disconnected. In the remainder
of this paper we shall describe how we envision that these
technologies could be integrated, how combined they could
mitigate the drawbacks of each other and enable the creation
of advanced applications on top of the Web of Data.

Services on the Web of Data

Arguably, the main limitation of previous approaches to
integrating services in the Semantic Web, is their com-
plexity from a computational, architectural and knowledge-
acquisition perspective. Semantic Web Services have suf-
fered from a number of complications that were not foreseen
and have significantly hampered their evolution and adop-
tion. In particular, the demanding requirements that Seman-
tic Web Services approaches like OWL-S and WSMO have
with respect to reasoning, storage as well as quantity and
quality of semantic descriptions contrasted with the state of
the art technologies when research work started.

For instance, a fundamental tenet of Service-Oriented Ar-
chitectures is the notion of service repositories for program-
matic access and discovery of suitable services. Enhancing
repositories with semantics has been one of the key issues of
SWS research (Sycara, Paolucci, and Srinivasan 2003). And
yet the largest public SWS repository is probably OPOS-
Sum, a test collection with less than 3000 service anno-
tations which provides programmatic access to its content
solely through direct access to the database management
system (Küster and König-Ries 2008).

Before any significant uptake of SWS technology can
happen, proper mechanisms for publishing SWS must be in
place. In this respect, the evolution of the Web of Data shows
that i) lightweight ontologies together with the possibility
to provide custom extensions prevail against more complex
models; ii) linked data principles are an appropriate means
for publishing large amounts of semantic data, both for hu-
man and machine consumption; iii) links between publicly
available datasets are essential for the scalability and the
value of the data exposed. In the remainder of this section
we shall cover how where we believe the technologies for
publishing SWS should be heading and we shall illustrate it
with the models and technologies we are developing.



Lightweight Modeling of Services on the Web

In order to publish services on the Web of Data it is neces-
sary to provide a common vocabulary based on existing Web
standards able to describe services in a way that allows ma-
chines to automatically locate and filter services according
to their functionality or the data they handle, and to appro-
priately support their automatic invocation. Additionally, as
opposed to most SWS research to date, it is of utmost im-
portance to support the annotation of both “classical” Web
services described in WSDL, as well as the increasing num-
ber of Web APIs and RESTful services which appear to be
preferred on the Web (Davies et al. 2009). To this end, we
build upon WSMO-Lite (Vitvar et al. 2008), a minimal ex-
tension to SAWSDL, MicroWSMO a microformat-like lan-
guage for annotating Web APIs, and the Minimal Service
Model a simple RDF(S) model able to capture the semantics
for both Web services and Web APIs in a common model
that can easily be published in the Web of Data.
WSMO-Lite W3C produced in 2007 the Semantic Anno-
tations for WSDL and XML Schema specification, a mini-
mal bottom-up approach to annotating services semantically
which has gained further uptake than more ambitious so-
lutions like OWL-S and WSMO. SAWSDL provides simple
hooks for pointing to semantic descriptions from WSDL and
XML elements. In particular, it supports three kinds of an-
notations, namely modelReference, liftingSchemaMapping
and loweringSchemaMapping which allow pointing to se-
mantic elements described elsewhere on the Web, or to spec-
ifications of data transformations from a syntactic repre-
sentation to the semantic counterpart and back respectively.
SAWSDL does not advocate for a particular representation
language for these documents nor does it provide any spe-
cific vocabulary that users should adopt. This characteristic
is a means to support extensibility but also forces users to
choose their own ontologies for describing services seman-
tically.

WSMO-Lite continues this incremental construction of
a stack of technologies for Semantic Web Services by ad-
dressing precisely this lack (Vitvar et al. 2008). WSMO-
Lite takes the main types of semantic annotations for ser-
vices, provides a simple vocabulary for them and defines
annotation mechanisms based on this simple ontology and
SAWSDL in order to link WSDL services to semantic mod-
els. The WSMO-Lite ontology includes means for speci-
fying service taxonomies through the notion of Functional-
ClassificationRoot and it provides hooks for more advanced
definition of non-functional properties as well as conditions
and effects. The ontology is entirely expressed in RDF(S)
and where the expressivity of RDFS is not sufficient (no-
tably for expressing conditions and effects) other languages
such as WSML, SWRL or those produced by the RIF Work-
ing Group can be used. The reader is referred to (Fischer,
Kopecký, and Vitvar 2009) for the latest details.
MicroWSMO As we previously introduced, Web APIs
and RESTful services are increasingly used on the Web.
Therefore any approach to using services on the Web that
would disregard them would be unnecessarily limiting. An-

notating this kind of service does, however, bring addi-
tional complexities given that in most of the cases ser-
vices are solely described through Web pages aimed at hu-
mans. Microformats offer means for annotating human-
oriented Web pages in order to make key information
machine-readable and is therefore the solution we adopt
in this case (Maleshkova, Kopecký, and Pedrinaci 2009;
Maleshkova, Pedrinaci, and Domingue 2009). In particu-
lar, hRESTS enables the creation of machine-processable
Web API descriptions based on available HTML documen-
tation (Kopecky, Gomadam, and Vitvar 2008). hRESTS is
complemented by MicroWSMO, which supports including
semantic annotations in a SAWSDL-like manner (Kopecky,
Vitvar, and Gomadam 2008). MicroWSMO introduces ad-
ditional HTML classes to enable the specification model ref-
erences as well as lifting and lowering schema mappings.

The Minimal Service Model The minimal service model,
described in other previous publications as being part of
WSMO-Lite, provides a common model for capturing ser-
vices in RDF(S) based on the principle of minimal ontolog-
ical commitment. The minimal service model builds upon
a number of modules, namely the SAWSDL RDF map-
ping (Kopecký 2007), WSMO-Lite as a minimal extension
to SAWSDL, and hRESTS in order to support also Web
APIs. The minimal service model defines services as having
a number of operations each of which have input and output
messages and faults. Additionally, the model encompasses
preconditions and effects, non-functional parameters, lifting
and lowering mechanisms, and for the purposes of support-
ing Web APIs, the address as a URI template and the HTTP
method to be used.

Thanks to its simplicity, the minimal service model cap-
tures the essence of services in a way that can support ser-
vice matchmaking and invocation and still remains largely
compatible with the RDF mapping of WSDL, with WSMO-
based descriptions of Web services , with OWL-S services
and with services annotated according to WSMO-Lite and
MicroWSMO, therefore providing a suitable model for the
publication of a variety of service annotations in the Web.
Although providing a formal mapping for each of these lan-
guages is out of the scope of this paper, we note that the el-
ements captured in the minimal service model are common
to existing models (with the exception of the hRESTS exten-
sions). Indeed, the mapping is not loss-less but an appropri-
ate use of rdfs:isDefinedBy as explained next, can help cir-
cumvent this limitation and still provide a common ground
for publishing Linked Services with the Web of Data in a
way that is amenable to automated processing and where
more expressive definitions can also be used if needed.

Publishing Services as Linked Data
Alongside the WSMO-Lite and MicroWSMO specifications
transformations have been defined so that WSDL files con-
taining SAWSDL annotations as well as Web pages in-
cluding MicroWSMO annotations can be automatically pro-
cessed and directly transformed into RDF expressed in terms
of the Minimal Service Model (see (Maleshkova, Pedrinaci,
and Domingue 2009) for details on the MicroWSMO trans-



formation). In this way, it is possible to store, index, and
process services at the semantic level by using state of the
art technologies from the Semantic Web. Services can in
this way be offered on the Web of Data through SPARQL
endpoints so that agents (human or software) can discover
suitable services and eventually use them. Additionally, and
thanks to using a common vocabulary for expressing the an-
notations of WSDL and RESTful services, we provide a
common umbrella under which both kinds of services can
be discovered, manipulated, and utilised in an homogeneous
way, thus merging the best of both worlds.

Alongside the Minimal Service Model, WSMO-Lite and
MicroWSMO we are currently developing iServe1, a plat-
form for publishing SWS as linked data, no matter their
original format. Currently iServe supports the publication of
WSMO-Lite, MicroWSMO by transformation into RDF and
transformations for other models (e.g., OWL-S and WSMO)
are being developed. iServe adopts linked data principles to
enable humans and machines to discover and use services
via a Web API and a SPARQL endpoint.

Since knowledge-acquisition has been a significant bottle-
neck for SWS technologies, we are devoting much effort to
creating tools that support users in the annotation of services
by leveraging the Web of Data as a source of background
knowledge. One such application is the Web API annota-
tion tool SWEET (Maleshkova, Pedrinaci, and Domingue
2009) which assists users in annotating HTML descriptions
of Web APIs2. The tool, through Watson (d’Aquin et al.
2008), support users in browsing the Semantic Web while
annotating services so that they can identify suitable vocab-
ularies such as eCl@ass, Good Relations and FOAF, and the
use them for the annotation. The acquisition of service anno-
tations is in this way simplified while at the same time links
between service annotations and the Web of Data are estab-
lished, paving the way for linked data application developers
to locate interesting services in a simple manner (e.g., based
on the input and output types of services).

Services for the Web of Data

The notion of services as well-defined, independent, invok-
able and distributed pieces of functionality is indeed a very
powerful architectural notion for developing distributed sys-
tems. Providing functionality in this way independently
from the underlying technology provides the capacity for
maintaining a loose coupling between integrated compo-
nents which, when it comes to an environment like the Web,
appears as a highly beneficial (if not necessary) feature.
Therefore, it appears that services, may they be traditional
Web services or RESTful services, provide a suitable archi-
tectural abstraction for the integration of processing capabil-
ities over the Web of Data in a loosely coupled manner. In
the remainder of this section we shall cover what services
can provide to the Web of Data both as a means to providing
further data as well as for processing existing assertions.

1See iserve.kmi.open.ac.uk
2See sweet.kmi.open.ac.uk.

Integrating Legacy Systems
Currently a good part of the Web of Data is generated from
existing databases by using tools such as D2R (Bizer, Heath,
and Berners-Lee 2009). Indeed, this allows exposing huge
amounts of data which would otherwise be private or in the
best case offered through channels which are not convenient
for automated processing. In other cases data is already
stored in RDF and can be exposed easily. There is how-
ever a large body of information behind RESTful services,
or offered by sensors that still remains within controlled si-
los and expressed in formats that do not follow linked data
principles. By creating annotations of existing Web APIs
and WSDL services we enable a new means for unleashing
valuable data from their silos on demand. In this way, data
from legacy systems, state of the art Web 2.0 sites, or sen-
sors, which do not embrace linked data principles could be
made available as linked data. Indeed proper care should be
taken in order to ensure that linked data principles are fol-
lowed in these cases. We anticipate, however, that at least
for services strictly adhering to REST principles this should
be relatively straight-forward since they should already offer
means for exploring their resources.

Processing Linked Data
Integration and fusion of disparate data coming from the
Web of Data hardly takes place nowadays and therefore ap-
plications do not perform any ulterior processing of this data
other than for presenting it to the user. Generating new data
based on what has been found or the provisioning of ser-
vices that exploit this data thus remains a pending issue. For
instance, something as simple and useful as a unit transfor-
mation service is still to be provided for the Web of Data
other than through proprietary extensions. To a certain ex-
tent this is natural since the Web of Data is precisely about
this, data; and storing an RDF triple per possible transfor-
mation result would simply be absurd since there are infinite
possibilities. There is, however, a clear need for enabling the
processing of linked data in ways such that application de-
velopers could conveniently apply them over data gathered
at runtime to carry out computations as simple as unit trans-
formations, more complex as deriving similarities between
things based on the reviews published by different users on
Revyu.com, or even more advanced as envisioned for the
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee, Hendler, and Lassila 2001).

The Web of Data provides large amounts of machine-
processable data ready to be exploited and, as we saw, ser-
vices provide a suitable abstraction for encapsulating func-
tionality as platform and language independent reusable
software. It therefore seems natural to approach the devel-
opment of systems that process linked data by combining
services. These services should be able to consume RDF
data (either directly or via lowering mechanisms), carry out
the concrete activity they are responsible for (e.g., unit con-
version), and return the result if necessary in RDF as well.
The invoking system could then store the result obtained or
continue with the activity it is carrying out using these newly
obtained RDF triples. In a sense this is quite similar to RDF
mashups (Phuoc et al. 2009) with the important difference



that services may range from RDF-specific manipulation up
to highly complex processing beyond data fusion. The use
of services as the core abstraction for constructing linked
data applications is therefore more generally applicable than
that of current data integration oriented mashup solutions.

It is worth noting in this respect the benefit brought by
having services annotations available on the cloud as we
saw earlier. When developing applications that process
linked data, discovering presumably useful services would
be a matter of sending SPARQL queries to known ser-
vice repositories or directly querying indexing systems like
Sindice (Oren et al. 2008). And as opposed to traditional
Web services repositories like UDDI-based ones, develop-
ers would benefit from the existence of semantic annota-
tions in order to filter them based on the inputs, outputs,
their classification with respect to well-known taxonomies
such as eCl@ss (Hepp 2006), etc. In this way, linked data
application developers would have access to an ever grow-
ing body of reusable components ready to be combined and
exploited.

The Services Ecosystem
Integrating services with the Web of Data would in this way
give birth to a services ecosystem on top of linked data,
whereby people would be able to collaboratively construct
more and more complex systems by reusing the results of
others, gradually taking us closer to the ambitious vision
initially presented for the Semantic Web. In this process,
we anticipate that two main families of services will emerge
depending on whether they are domain-independent or not.

On the one hand, task-specif yet domain-independent ser-
vices will allow developers to perform some of the typical
tasks involved when processing linked data ranging from
relatively basic activities such as transforming data between
different schemas to more complex actions such as deter-
mining how trust-worthy a piece of data is or even, even-
tually, to carry out knowledge intensive tasks such as Para-
metric Design or Diagnosis (Schreiber et al. 1999). These
domain-independent services which are already starting to
appear3 can in fact be seen from a Knowledge Engineering
perspective as a new generation of Problem-Solving Meth-
ods adapted to the Web as some researchers already start
considering (van Harmelen, ten Teije, and Wache 2009).

The approach for developing applications on top of linked
data envisioned herein will however exhibit a greater sensi-
tivity with respect to data quality and correctness than it does
for current applications mostly focussed on presenting data
from different sources to the user. In fact, since data will be
directly processed by machines, it will necessarily have to
be validated, fused and cleaned prior to any execution since
this would otherwise yield execution errors or incorrect re-
sults. Hence, a good deal of domain-independent services
will precisely be devoted to performing these tasks. This
new generation of Problem-Solving Methods will necessar-
ily have to include data pre-processing activities among the
first steps. As a side effect, though, it is likely that data qual-
ity in the Web of Data will increase as software matures, and

3See http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/

especially as it starts been processed by applications which
would indirectly detect inconsistencies and incorrect data.

On the other hand, we refer as domain-dependent services
to those abstracted away from the technicalities and speci-
ficities of linked data and generic tasks. This kind of ser-
vices will be for example those directly providing access to
traditional systems in order to obtain some data and carry
out actions like sending an SMS or booking a hotel. These
services will only be relevant for a particular domain, e.g.,
hotel services, and will mostly be populated by services di-
rectly addressing end-users and therefore better showcasing
the potential of the Semantic Web. It is worth noting, how-
ever, that a wide proliferation of advanced domain-specific
solutions for end-users will only occur when a sufficient set
of stable domain-independent services able to solve complex
tasks will be available. For instance, a system able to book
rooms from a wide-range of hotels will most probably re-
quire good support for transforming data between different
schemas.

Architectural Considerations
The Web of Data builds upon four simple principles which
are to a big extent the reason for its fast evolution. In a
nutshell the principles dictate that things should be given
URIs; that these URIs should be HTTP ones so that they
can be looked up; that information on these URIs should
be offered using standards such as RDF and SPARQL; and
that data should link to other URIs. By means of these very
simple principles the Web of Data has reached more than 4
billion triples. And yet, the Web of Data is essentially static.

Changes on the Web of Data happen uniquely because of
users interactions. And these changes are in many cases de-
ferred until some batch processing takes place. Researchers
have already identified this issue and have been devoting ef-
forts towards what they refer to as the writable Semantic
Web (Berners-Lee et al. 2007). So far the approaches sug-
gested typically aim at extending SPARQL with support for
updating. Indeed, doing so opens up a wide range of pos-
sibilities which are of particular relevance when it comes to
integrating services with the Web of Data, which will often
require updating the assertions hosted in the Web servers.

However, supporting updates is not all there needs to
be to enable the development of complex systems such as
those initially envisioned for the Semantic Web. Supporting
SPARQL updates is certainly a step forward but the impact
of an update would unfortunately be limited to the silo where
it took place. Despite the fact that data is linked, when it
comes to data updates, the Web of Data remains essentially
disconnected which limits to a big extent its dynamicity as
well as the kinds of applications that can be developed. De-
veloping systems that can process large amounts of widely
distributed sensor data in order to predict geographic dis-
asters, systems that monitor market data for avoiding eco-
nomic crashes, or simply systems that provide automated
notifications when relevant news are published cannot be de-
veloped or in the best case require unnecessarily expensive
pulling-based solutions.

Taking the Web of Data to the next level where software
can truly benefit from the wealth of machine processable



data available and where the Web of Data itself can benefit
from advanced services processing this data, requires pro-
viding suitable mechanisms allowing Web servers to notify
other systems about changes occurred in their assertions.
Our previous experience shows that the implementation of
Publish/Subscribe mechanisms by allowing systems to reg-
ister templates of triples for which they wish to be notified is
a simple and suitable approach (Krummenacher et al. 2009).
Web-scale experiments should, however, be carried out to
assess the scalability of these approaches, although research
on Complex Event Processing has already shown how highly
efficient systems can be developed (Luckham 2001).

The Web of Data as a Blackboard
The Blackboard Model was proposed, developed, and ap-
plied in several applications as a way to surmount the in-
conveniences of the classic Knowledge Based Systems ap-
proach (Engelmore and Morgan 1988). The Blackboard
Model is often presented using the analogy of a group of
persons in front of a blackboard trying to put together a jig-
saw puzzle. Each of them looks at his or her pieces and sees
if any of them fit, in which case they update the solutions.
New updates cause other pieces to fall into place and the
whole puzzle can be solved in complete silence. The solu-
tion is built incrementally and opportunistically as opposed
to, say, starting systematically from the top left corner and
trying each piece.

The fundamental philosophy of this problem-solving
model establishes that the agents collaborating do not com-
municate with each other directly, instead all the inter-
actions strictly happen through modifications on a shared
workspace, i.e., the blackboard. Experts of particular as-
pects of the problem contribute to the overall problem-
solving activity in an incremental and opportunistic way.
The Blackboard Model as described by the metaphor, is a
conceptual definition of a reasoning behaviour and does not
prescribe any particular implementation detail. It is there-
fore important not to take the Blackboard Model as a com-
putational specification, but rather as a conceptual guideline
about how to perform problem-solving reasoning (Engel-
more and Morgan 1988).

The Blackboard Model has been applied to develop a
wide-range of applications including voice recognition, mil-
itary situations monitoring and assessment, signal process-
ing, drug design support, military planning, process schedul-
ing systems, etc (Engelmore and Morgan 1988). The Black-
board Model is a general and versatile reasoning model,
particularly well suited for supporting reasoning processes
over the Web (Pedrinaci, Smithers, and Bernaras 2007). It
provides an outstanding support for reasoning in highly dy-
namic environments. And it supports adapting the reasoning
process to the very typical and diverse events of the Web,
such as remote execution exceptions, a continuous data flow
and connectivity problems.

Extending the Web of Data with these two minimal exten-
sions, i.e., support for updates and a publish/subscribe mech-
anism, would pave the way for treating the Web of Data as
a blackboard. Doing so would, without introducing new ar-
chitectural elements, open up a wide-range of possibilities

for the construction of advanced systems exploiting the vast
amount of linked data for performing complex tasks as ini-
tially envisioned for the Semantic Web.

Conclusions and Outlook
Since the linked data principles were first outlined, the
amount of RDF data available on the Web has increased
exponentially. The state of the art of the applications pro-
cessing linked data is however not that outstanding. Most
applications limit themselves to gathering data and present-
ing it to the user. Still, the main reason for creating a Web of
Data is to enable the creation of applications that can exploit
this vast amount of interlinked machine-processable data.

We have explored the relationship between services and
the Web of Data. In particular we have highlighted how Web
services and RESTful services can be brought into the Web
of Data by means of a simple RDF vocabulary and support-
ing tools. We have outlined how the presence of services
in the Web of Data could better support developers in creat-
ing applications that process linked data. We have discussed
how the evolution towards more complex linked data appli-
cations could be supported and we have identified the need
for making publicly available domain-independent services
that carry out common tasks such data cleaning or mapping.

Finally, we have revisited architectural concerns trying to
identify the extensions that would be required for supporting
the development of complex knowledge-based linked data
applications. We propose two minimal extensions, i.e., up-
dates support and publish/subscribe mechanisms, which a
priori do not require any additional architectural elements.

The overall vision outlined herein basically represents the
roadmap for the research we are currently carrying out trying
to expand the capabilities of the linked data applications as
well as trying to simplify the use of services on the Web
through lightweight Semantic Web Services technologies.
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